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RECHARGEABLE USB FOLDING FLOODLIGHT L4FFL-201 BY MILWAUKEE

High-performance output in any direction The REDLITHIUM

USB Folding Flood Light is powered by REDLITHIUM USB and

delivers maximum performance output in any direction. The

compact floodlight offers 550 lumens of TRUEVIEW High

Definition output. The light head's 210 ° of rotation allows

you to direct high output light to any work surface. A wide,

magnetic base allows you to position the REDLITHIUM USB

Folding Flood Light on common work surfaces or to mount it

to metal for hands-free task lighting. Its collapsible design fits

into pockets and a built-in carabiner gives you the ability to

clip it to tool organisers or straps for easy transport. Three

different output modes allow you to optimise your light

output and runtime and get up to 11 hours of runtime. You

can charge REDLITHIUM USB batteries via Mirco USB while

they are inside the light or swap it out with another

REDLITHIUM USB battery for virtually no downtime. Our

REDLITHIUM USB Folding Flood Light is great for any trade

professional and covered by a limited lifetime warranty.

Features:

Three light output modes: High mode: 550 lumens- 2.0 hours;

Medium mode: 250 lumens- 4.5 hours; Low mode: 100

lumens- 11.5 hours

Folds up compact for easy storage in a pocket

Charges REDLITHIUM™ USB battery internally with micro-USB

cable from USB power source or AC outlet (wall plug not

included)

Fuel gauge allows fast checking of REDLITHIUM USB battery

charge

SKU Option Part # Price

8725092 L4FFL-201 $136

Model

Type LED Worklight

SKU 8725092

Part Number L4FFL-201

Barcode 4892210173812

Brand Milwaukee

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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IP54 Rated: Water and dust resistant

Built-in carbiner clips to tool bags for transporting on and off

site
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